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U56T Electronics with the U56TN Program

The electronics can be used for up to five buttons with or without indication ( piezo, mechanical, membrane ).

It has up to six outputs 230 V  2x12 A, 2x8 A, 1x5 A, 1x3 A.

The basic program allows turning on 5 outputs with five inputs  the input IN1 corresponds to the output OUT1...IN5-OUT5,

another press of the button turns the respective output off.

The indicator LED buttons are connected to the terminals LIN1...LIN5. The output is adapted for an indicator LED with 12 V

series resistor (also without a series resistor on demand). The indication mode, as well as control button function, can be

set by the programming switch S1:

OFF = indication is off in standby and ON when the function is ON

ON = the indication is on in standby and flashes when the function is ON

OFF = turning off and on is always performed with one press of the button

ON = turning off and on is always performed with two presses in quick succession  this is used for a piezo control button,

which is placed in hard operating conditions (under water, at the edge of a pool, in rapidly changing temperatures…)

IN1...IN5: blk =input

blu( comm) = common(it is interconnected for all the terminals IN1...IN5)

LIN1...LIN5: yel=output

red=common supply +12 V

The electronics also has a connector for connecting a capacitive level sensor to monitor the water level. This input can be

used to block electronics  if the outmost pins of the HLS connector connect, after a time delay of 5s all running attractions

turn off and it is not possible to turn them on with a button, if the connection remains.

This input can also be used for adding water to the pool automatically (after adjusting the microprocessor program).

The basic program contains the OFF-TIMER, i.e. if any attraction is on and no button is pressed within the time set using

the programming switches 3, 4, 5, everything turns off after this time has elapsed. The time is counted for each output

independently and its setting is in the following table:

3 4 5 min. 3 4 5 min.

0 0 0 not turn off 0 0 1 20

1 0 0 5 1 0 1 25

0 1 0 10 0 1 1 30

1 1 0 15 1 1 1 35

The program of the microprocessor can be changed according to the customer's requirements  e.g. it is possible to use the

sixth output  e.g. after one output turns on, another output turns on after some time; it is possible to program water level

monitoring (adding water) with either a capacitive switch or a float.....etc.

switch 1… setting indication mode:

switch 2… setting the control button function:

switches 3,4,5…off-time timer

Connection of terminals:

switch time switch time


